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To all, whom, it inctly concern.
of the legs DD are provided with hooks
Be it known that I, JoHN R. BODELL, a ends
FF, pivoted to their outer sides and adapted
citizen of the United States, and a resident of to
hook over any ordinary ladder-rung.
5
New Salem, in the county of Fairfield and The
operation and advantages of this in
5 State of Ohio, have invented certain new and
vention will be readily understood from the
useful Improvements in Ladder - Brackets; foregoing
description, taken in connection with
and I do hereby declare that the following is the
drawings hereto annexed.
a full, clear, and exact description of the in The
device may be applied to the under or 6
vention, which will - enable others skilled in
side of a ladder by adjusting the hooks
Io the art to which it appertains to make and inner
B of the platform A upon any desired one of
use the same, reference being had to the ac the
as shown in Fig. 2 of the draw
companying drawings, which form a part of ings,rungs,
and then swinging the legs I) D up and
this specification, and in which
hooking them to any one of the upper rungs, 6.
Figure 1 is a perspective view of my im which
will bring the platform A into an
15 proved ladder-bracket, showing the same fold approximately
position. To the
ed. Fig. 2 is a vertical sectional view show outer or upper horizontal
side
of
the
ladder the device
ing the same applied to a ladder in position may be applied, in substantially
the same
for operation, and Fig. 3 is a side view show. manner, by hooking the legs to one
of the 7C
ing the device applied to a ladder for opera rungs below the one to which the platform
is
20 tion in a different position.
connected,
as
shown
in
Fig.
3
of
the
drawings.
letters refer to the same parts in
allThe
the same
figures.
When not in use, the device may be folded,
as
shown in Fig. 1, into a compass the bulk
This invention relates to an improved of which
only exceeds that of the platform it. 75
bracket or supporting device adapted to be self
by the width of the legs.
25 applied or attached adjustably to any ordi The
of this device for a variety of
nary ladder; and it has for its object to pro purposesutility
will be at once apparent. It is ex
vide a device of this class which shall possess ceedingly
easily manipulated or ad
superior advantages in point of simplicity, justed, andsimple,
may
be
constructed at a trifling 8O
durability, and general efficiency.
expense.
3o With these ends in view the invention con Having thus described my invention, I claim
sists in the improved construction and ar
desire
to secure by Letters Patent of the
rangement of parts, which will be hereinafter and
United
States
fully
described,
and
particularly
pointed
out
in the claim.
In an adjustable and reversible ladder 85
bracket or support, the combination of a board
35 in the drawings hereto annexed, A desig or
platform provided at one end with a pair
nates the body of my improved bracket or of permanent
hooks and at the other end with
support, which consists of a board or plat a transverse rod,
a pair of legs hinged or piv
form of suitable dimensions, one end of which, oted
upon
the
ends
of said rod adjoining the go
which I shall term the “front end,' is pro
sides ofsides
the platform,
a brace secured to the
4o vided permanently with a pair of strong under
of and connecting the said legs,
hooks, BB, adapted to hook over any one of and hooks pivoted
to the outer sides of said
the rungs of an ordinary ladder. The rear legs at their outer ends,
said hooks
end of the board or platform A is provided are adapted to engage thewhereby
ladder-rungs
when 95
with a transverse rod, C, upon the ends of
device is reversed, substantially as and
45 which are hinged or pivoted a pair of legs, the
purpose set forth.
D D, adapted to be folded closely against the forInthetestimony
that I claim the foregoing as
sides of the platform A, as shown in Fig. 1 of my own I have hereunto
affixed my signature
the drawings. The said legs are connected in
presence of two witnesses.
near their outer or free ends by a brace, E,
JOHN R. BODELL.
5c secured to their under sides. Additional such Witnesses:
braces may be used when desired; but I do
ALLEN H. LIN VILL
not deem them necessary. The extreme outer
LEWIS H. YONTZ.

